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Abstract—Based on the finite deformation theory and
Hamliton principle, considering the time-varying characteristics
of the steel wire rope, the longitudinal vibration time - varying
model of high - speed elevator hoisting system is established ,and
the longitudinal vibration dynamic equation of hoisting system is
obtained. Though the precise integration method, the motion
state curve and elevator car’s longitudinal vibration acceleration
curve of the high-speed elevator under different operating
parameters are obtained. The results show that within a certain
range, the upstream acceleration has a significant effect on the
longitudinal vibration of the hoisting system; With the increase of
the upstream acceleration, the longitudinal vibration
displacement of the elevator car increases obviously; With the
increase of the upstream acceleration, the acceleration of the
longitudinal vibration of the car is firstly obviously increased and
then Increasing trend tends to be slow.

Keywords—high-speed elevator; time-varying; longitudinal
vibration; operation parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rise of high-rise and super high-rise buildings makes
the popularization of high-speed elevators become the general
trend. The hoisting speed of high-speed elevator (especially in
the acceleration and deceleration stages) will have an
important influence on the longitudinal vibration of the
elevator. For the dynamic characteristics of high-speed
elevators, a large number of scholars have conducted relevant
research, and achieved many useful results [1-4]. These
studies are often used to set the operating parameters of the
elevator (this article will be high-speed elevator upstream
stage’s acceleration and uniform speed running speed are
collectively referred to as the operating parameters) into a
fixed value, on this basis, the influence of elevator model and
various uncertain structural parameters on the longitudinal
vibration of elevator is studied [5, 6], and the system law
between elevator operating parameters and elevator
longitudinal vibration is lack.

In view of the above shortcomings, this paper firstly based
on considering the time-varying characteristics of wire rope,
the time-varying model of longitudinal vibration of high-speed
elevator hoisting system were established, and then uses the
continuous medium finite deformation theory and Hamliton
principle [5, 6] to obtain the longitudinal vibration dynamic
equation of hoisting system of high-speed traction elevator.
Though the precise integration method, the motion state curve
and elevator car’s longitudinal vibration acceleration curve of
the high-speed elevator under different operating parameters
are obtained. Through comparison and analysis, the law
between elevator operating parameters and elevator
longitudinal vibration is obtained, which provides reference
for the design of high-speed elevator operation parameters.

II. HIGH - SPEED ELEVATOR HOISTING SYSTEM

LONGITUDINAL VIBRATION TIME - VARYING MODEL

The linear density of the hoisting rope is ρ , the cross

sectional area is A , the elastic modulus is E , the length of

the hoisting rope is ( )l t , and the vertical downward direction

is the positive direction of the x axis. In order to facilitate the
analysis of high-speed elevator operating parameters, the
modeling and solving of this paper is based on the following
three assumptions [8, 9]:

(1) The linear density ρ , cross-sectional area A and

elastic model E of the high-speed elevator hoisting rope are
always kept constant during operation.

(2) This paper mainly studies the longitudinal vibration
of the elevator system, so it does not consider the influence of
the lateral excitation of the hoisting rope, and the elastic
deformation produced by the longitudinal vibration of the
hoisting rope is much smaller than the length of the hoisting
rope.

(3) The influence of well flow, external excitation and
the friction of the steering system is not considered.
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The vibration displacement at the string ( )x t is ( ( ), )y x t t ,

( )v t is the speed of the high-speed traction elevator, and the

longitudinal vibration time-varying model of the high-speed
elevator hoisting system is set up as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Hoisting system dynamics model.

Using the finite deformation theory of continuous medium,
the displacement vector and velocity vector in the x axis of

( )x t are as follows:

 = ( )r [x(t)+ y(x t ,t)]j  (1) 

[ ]= ( ( ), )tV v(t)+ y x t t j  (2) 

Where j is the unit vector of x along the axis direction,

and ( ( ), )ty x t t is the partial derivative of ( ( ), )y x t t versus t ,

the following were used y , ty to represent ( ( ), )y x t t ,

( ( ), )ty x t t .

Similarly, it can be seen that the displacement vector and
velocity vector of the elevator car in the axial direction are as
follows,

=cr [l(t)+ y]j (3)

=c tV [v(t)+ y ]j (4)

The system kinetic energy can be expressed as:

( )
2 2

k ( ) 1 0

1 1
=

2 2

l t

x l tE mV V ds= + ρ ∫ (5)

The system elastic potential energy can be expressed as:

( )
2

s 0

1
= ( )

2

l t

x xE Py EAy ds+∫ (6)

( ( ), )xy x t t is the partial derivative of x , the following xy

is used to denote ( ( ), )xy x t t .

P is the tensioning force of the hoisting rope in the static
equilibrium state

=[m ( ( ) )] + fP l t x g F+ ρ − (7)

The gravitational potential energy of the system is
expressed as:

( )

g 1 ( )0
=

l t

x l tE gdt mgy =− ρ −∫ (8)

According to Hamliton principle:

2

1

= [ ] 0
t

k s gt
I E E E dtδ − δ − δ =∫

And using the temporal boundary conditions and
geometric boundary conditions:

1 2(0, ) ( , ) ( , ) 0y t y x t y x tδ = δ = δ =

The longitudinal vibration dynamic equation of high-speed
elevator hoisting system is obtained:

( ) =0,0 ( )tt x xxy a P g EAy x l tρ + − − ρ − < < (11)

( ) ( ) +

0, ( )

tt t xm a y v v y EAy P mg

x l t

+ + ρ + + −

= =
(12) 

Formula (12) is the boundary condition of the chord at
( )x l t= .

The longitudinal vibration dynamic equation of the above-
mentioned high-speed elevator hoisting system are normalized
discrete, and the original partial differential control equations
are discretized into the following equations:

FKqqCqM jjj =++ &&& (16) 

In the formula, )](,),(),([ 21 tqtqtqq nj L= is the

generalized coordinate vector,

= (1) (1)ij i j

m
M

l
ρδ ϕ ϕ+
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ρ ϕ ξ ϕ ϕ− − −∫

III. SETTING AND CALCULATION OF ELEVATOR OPERATING

PARAMETERS

In order to investigate the influence of the upstream
operating parameters of the high-speed elevator on the
longitudinal vibration of the time-varying hoisting system, the
four accelerating accelerations were selected as the

accelerating speed of 0.5 2/m s , 0.75 2/m s , 1 2/m s and

1.25 2/m s , in ensuring the rated hoisting speed is constant
under the condition that the speed of the elevator car under
different acceleration curve and displacement curve.

a) Lift speed and displacement of elevator the accelerating speed of

0.5 2/m s

b) Lift speed and displacement of elevator the accelerating speed of

0.75 2/m s

c) Lift speed and displacement of elevator the accelerating speed of 1 2/m s

d) Lift speed and displacement of elevator the accelerating speed of

1.25 2/m s

Fig. 2. Elevator operating parameters under different accelerations.

IV. CASE SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS

This paper takes a 5 /m s high-speed elevator of Fuji
Elevator Co. Ltd production as the research object, the elastic

modulus of the hoisting rope E= 10 213 10 /N m× , sectional area

A= 6 289.344 10 m× , hoisting rope line density B = 0.87 /kg m ,

single hoisting rope to withstand the quality of 400kg. The
operation parameters set in Section 3 are taken into the time-
varying motion equations established in Section 2, and the
numerical integration is carried out by means of fine integral
method. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3:
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a) Longitudinal vibration curve of car under upstream acceleration

a=0.5
2/m s

b) Longitudinal vibration curve of car under upstream acceleration

a=0.75
2/m s

c) Longitudinal vibration curve of car under upstream acceleration

a=1
2/m s

d) Longitudinal vibration curve of car under upstream acceleration

a=1.25
2/m s

Fig. 3 Longitudinal vibration curve of car under different upstream
accelerations

It can be seen from Fig. 3, the upstream acceleration

changes from 0.5 2/m s to 0.75 2/m s , from 0.75 2/m s to

1 2/m s , time-varying hoisting system longitudinal vibration
displacement and acceleration increased significantly, the

upstream acceleration changes from 1 2/m s to 1.25 2/m s ,
the longitudinal vibration displacement of the time-varying
hoisting system increases obviously, while the vibration
acceleration does not change significantly.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a time-varying model of longitudinal
vibration of high-speed elevator hoisting system is established,
and the law between elevator operating parameters and
longitudinal vibration of elevator is explored by using this
model.

Within a certain range, the upstream acceleration has a
significant effect on the longitudinal vibration of the hoisting
system.

The upstream acceleration increased from 0.5 2/m s to

1.25 2/m s , and the longitudinal vibration displacement of the
elevator car increased obviously.

The upstream acceleration is increased from 0.5 2/m s to

1.25 2/m s , firstly, the acceleration of the longitudinal
vibration of the car is obviously increased and then increasing
trend tends to be slow.

The conclusions of this paper have certain guiding
significance for the design and operation parameters setting of
high-speed elevator hoisting system.
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